The subtitle of this novel is *The adventures of Maca Aksentijević*. The play is filled with uncensored scenes of rough sex, but this is not pornographic literature. It consists of short segments, many of which are only a few lines long. The author named these segments ‘poems’, giving each one a separate title.

*Moments of Joy* has been translated into French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian and Macedonian.

There were two editions of this novel in Serbia, and four in France.

*An unusual work full of brilliant thoughts on life, love and orgasm. The short chapters depict the sexual adventures of a Slavic Lolita, a thousand times more lascivious and entertaining than her older Nabokovesque sister.*

Fabrice Gaignault, Marie - Claire

*The book is permeated with animalism, though it is also at times poetic and surreal.*

Selection Liberation "50 livres pour l'ete"

*And when the reader finally feels that nothing can come as a surprise anymore, the author manages to outdo himself.*

Eric Paquin, Voir

*Tired of everything? You have seen nothing yet. You still haven’t enjoyed the fantasy of this light-read book. It is unlike anything else in classic erotic literature. The more you read, the more entertained you are... Completely surreal.*

Danielle Laurin, le Devoir
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